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Abstract— A low-voltage/swing clocking methodology is developed through both circuit and algorithmic innovations. The
primary objective is to significantly reduce the power consumed
by the clock network while maintaining the circuit performance
the same. The methodology consists of two primary components:
1) a novel D-flip-flop (DFF) cell that maximizes power savings
by enabling low-voltage/swing operation throughout the entire
clock network and 2) a novel clock tree synthesis algorithm to
ensure that the same timing constraints (i.e., clock frequency,
skew, and slew) are satisfied. The proposed methodology is integrated within an industrial design flow. Experimental results on
ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits demonstrate that the overall
power consumed by the clock tree can be reduced by up
to 27% and 44% in, respectively, 32- and 45-nm technologies while satisfying the same timing constraints. Furthermore,
the proposed low-swing DFF cell maintains the clock-to-Q delay
the same while achieving up to 32% and 15% power savings
in the overall flip-flop power of the benchmark circuits at,
respectively, 1- and 1.5-GHz clock frequencies.
Index Terms— Clock network, clock tree synthesis (CTS),
D-flip-flop (DFF), low power, low-voltage/swing clocking.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

OWER consumption has become one of the primary
concerns for almost any application due to increased
design complexity, higher integration, and difficulty in scaling
the power supply voltage [1]. A clock distribution network
consumes ∼20%–45% of total on-chip power, and ∼90% of
this power is consumed by the flip-flops and last branches
of a clock tree [2], [3]. This power dissipation is the result
of increased pipelining in an IC, which has led to an increase
in the number of flip-flops, and hence the total interconnect
length of the clock network [4]. A well-known approach to
minimize the overall on-chip power dissipation is to reduce
the supply voltage [5]. For example, near-threshold computing has received considerable attention to achieve optimal
energy efficiency [6]. A reduction in supply voltage, however,
degrades IC performance, particularly when the nominal
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Fig. 1. Summary of the proposed methodology to achieve LS clocking while
maintaining the performance requirements.

supply voltages are low [5]. Low-swing (LS) signaling has
also been investigated to reduce dynamic power consumed by
long interconnects [7]. This approach has been extended to
clock networks due to high clock net capacitance [8]–[11].
Clock networks operating at near-threshold voltages have also
been investigated [12]–[14].
The existing works on LS/voltage clock networks, however,
are primarily effective for low-power applications that do not
demand high performance. Achieving a reliable LS clock
network without sacrificing performance is challenging due
to the following issues: 1) clock buffers operating at a lower
voltage increase the insertion delay along the clock path,
causing higher clock skew; 2) the drive ability of the clock
buffers is degraded, producing higher clock slew; and 3) the
interface between an LS clock signal and a flip-flop may
increase clock-to-Q delay, thereby reducing the timing slack
within the data paths while also increasing power consumption. To alleviate the first two issues, a larger number of
clock buffers are required, which sacrifice the power savings.
To alleviate the third issue, a common approach is to restore
full-swing (FS) operation before the clock signal reaches
flip-flops [8], [9]. This approach significantly reduces power
savings, since the last stage of a clock network has high
switching capacitance.
In this paper, these three primary issues are simultaneously
addressed through both circuit and algorithmic innovations,
making LS clocking a practical power reduction strategy for
both low-power and high-performance applications. Furthermore, the proposed methodology is implemented within a
standard design flow for feasible integration into the existing automation tools. As shown in Fig. 1, the methodology
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consists of a novel D-flip-flop (DFF) cell and a novel
clock tree synthesis (CTS) methodology. The proposed
DFF cell enables reliable LS operation at the clock sinks while
maintaining the timing constraints the same. The proposed
CTS algorithm ensures that the same skew and slew constraints
as in FS operation are satisfied. In particular, the proposed
methodology has the following characteristics.
1) The proposed LSDFF cell achieves similar
clock-to-Q delay as traditional FSDFF topology while
consuming less power. Reliable operation is ensured
despite an LS clock signal and an FS data signal.
2) The proposed slew-aware LS CTS methodology considers not only capacitance, but also resistance to efficiently
utilize clock tree resources at different performance
constraints and transistor/interconnect technologies.
3) The increase in the insertion delay due to LS operation on the clock tree is methodically compensated
by embedding a buffer insertion/wire snaking scheme
within the CTS for skew minimization.
The output of the proposed methodology is an LS clock tree,
running at the same frequency, satisfying the same clock skew
and clock slew constraints as the conventional FS operation
while saving significant power.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The existing
approaches on LS/voltage clocking and related limitations
are summarized in Section II. Background information on
the effect of voltage level on flip-flop operation and clock
signal characteristics is provided in Section III. The proposed
methodology is described in Section IV. Experimental results
are presented in Section V. Finally, this paper is concluded
in Section VI.
II. S UMMARY OF P REVIOUS W ORK
Pangjun and Sapatnekar [8] developed a low-voltage/swing
clock network by utilizing level converters. Both single voltage
and dual voltage converters were considered. A theoretical
framework was proposed to appropriately position the low-tohigh level converters throughout the clock tree. The primary
limitation of this approach is the conversion of the clock
signal back to FS at the last stage of the clock tree. This
practice significantly reduces the power savings due to high
switching capacitance at the sink nodes. In addition, the slew
constraint is considered as a secondary design objective after
the merging points are determined during CTS. As observed
in this paper, this approach generates a nonoptimal LS clock
tree with reduced power savings.
Asgari and Sachdev [9] proposed an LS clock network
design methodology using a single supply voltage. In this
approach, single voltage buffers are used to adjust the clock
swing throughout the clock network. Similar to [8], clock
voltage is restored to FS at the last stage, thereby significantly
reducing the overall power savings. In addition, the clock
swing is tuned by relying on the delay of an inverter chain.
Thus, the clock swing is highly dependent upon the output load
capacitance, limiting the proposed approach to only highly
symmetric clock networks, such as H-trees.
More recently, low voltage clock networks have been investigated for near-threshold systems that aim enhanced energy
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efficiency. Seok et al. [13] investigated the skew characteristics
of various clock networks operating at low voltages. The
primary emphasis is on symmetric networks, such as
H-trees. Automated CTS algorithms were not considered.
Tolbert et al. [12] and Zhao et al. [14] proposed a deferred
merge embedding (DME)-based CTS method for low-voltage
clock networks with an emphasis on clock slew. The proposed
technique relies on a computationally expensive procedure of
storing multiple solutions in a bottom–up fashion, followed by
selecting an optimum solution for each node in a top–down
fashion. Clock frequencies of <10 MHz are considered, limiting the proposed approach to only ultralow-power systems,
where performance requirements are low.
Recently, a preliminary CTS algorithm and a flip-flop have
been proposed for LS operation [15], [16] that target high
performance. The authors, however, considered a constant
reduced voltage for the clock network. The effects of different
clock voltages, interconnect parasitic impedances, process
corners, and technology node have not been investigated. Furthermore, the results rely on schematic-based simulations with
coarse interconnect models. The limitations of the methodology, such as area overhead, have not been quantified.
The proposed methodology in this paper alleviates all
of these issues while targeting low-power systems that still
require high-performance capability. Furthermore, the methodology is demonstrated using the existing design automation
tools for feasible integration into typical design flows.
III. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Scaling the supply voltage of an entire clock network affects
both the sink cells (flip-flops) and the clock tree characteristics.
The effects of clock swing on the conventional DFF cells and
timing characteristics of clock trees are described, respectively,
in Sections III-A and III-B.
A. Effect of Low-Swing Operation on Flip-Flop
A conventional DFF cell designed for FS operation cannot
be used when the clock voltage swing is reduced due to degradations in reliability and power consumption, as described in
Sections III-A1 and III-A2.
1) Reliability: In a typical DFF cell, clock signals drive
both nMOS and pMOS transistors. If the same DFF topology
is used with an LS clock signal (whereas the data signal is still
at FS to maintain performance), the pMOS transistors driven
by the clock signal fail to completely turn OFF when the clock
signal is high. For example, consider a 45-nm technology
with a nominal VDD of 1 V. If the clock swing is reduced to
0.7 × VDD, the gate-to-source voltage of the pMOS transistors
is −0.3 V, since the data signal is at FS and the inverters
within the flip-flop are connected to nominal (FS) VDD .
Since −0.3 V is sufficiently close to the threshold voltage of
pMOS transistors in this technology, this behavior significantly
affects the operation reliability of a traditional DFF cell driven
by an LS clock signal. As an example, consider a rising-edge
triggered master–slave flip-flop. When the clock signal is high,
the master latch should be turned OFF. However, due to the
LS clock signal, the transmission gate (or tristate inverter)
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Fig. 2. Typical transmission gate-based DFF topology driven by an LS clock
signal.

within the master latch cannot completely turn OFF. If the
data signal is in a different state than the stored data within
the master latch, a race condition occurs, which can produce
a metastable state.
To better illustrate the unreliability of the conventional
DFF cells operating with an LS clock signal, a traditional
transmission gate-based DFF, as shown in Fig. 2, is simulated
with a 45-nm technology node when the clock swing is 0.7 V.
Note that the clock signal and the inverted clock signal are
internally generated using two inverters. This circuit is referred
to as the clock subcircuit, as also shown in Fig. 2. Note
that the inverters within the clock subcircuit are connected
to a low supply voltage to provide LS clock signals. Since
the pMOS transistors driven by the clock signals are not
completely turned OFF, internal nodes experience a glitch as
high as 400 mV. Furthermore, at the slow corner, the DFF cell
fails to correctly latch the data signal. Thus, a new topology
is required that can reliably operate with an LS clock signal
and an FS data signal.
Note that an alternative solution is to integrate a level shifter
within the DFF cell to restore an FS clock signal [17]. Thus,
the clock signal is restored to FS operation before reaching
transmission gates. This approach is similar to the existing
level shifting DFF cells for dual voltage systems [18], but the
level of the clock signal is shifted rather than the data signal.
This approach, however, significantly increases the overall
power consumption of the DFF cell due to the integrated
level shifter. Thus, the power saved at the last stage of the
clock network is lost within the DFFs, making this approach
impractical for the primary objective of this paper.
2) Power Consumption: The reliability issue described in
Section III-A1 can be fixed by connecting the inverters within
the clock subcircuit of a conventional DFF to the nominal VDD ,
producing a single voltage flip-flop driven by an LS clock signal. In this case, these inverters also function as single voltage,
low-to-high level shifters, and the transmission gates receive
FS clock signals. The primary limitation of this approach is an
unavoidable increase in power consumption due to significant
static current drawn by the inverters within the clock subcircuit. To better illustrate this behavior, a conventional DFF is
simulated when an LS clock signal is applied to the clock pin
while the clock subcircuit is connected to a nominal VDD . The
overall power consumption is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of
clock swing for both 45- and 32-nm technologies. As shown
in Fig. 3, DFF power increases by ∼48% and 23% when the
clock swing is reduced to 0.6 × VDD in, respectively, 45- and

Fig. 3.
Increase in power consumption when a conventional DFF is
driven with an LS clock signal while the clock subcircuit is connected to
a nominal VDD .

32-nm technologies. Thus, a conventional flip-flop designed
for an FS clock signal suffers from a prohibiting tradeoff
between reliability and power consumption.
B. Effect of Low-Swing Operation on Clock Tree
When developing an LS clock tree, the clock buffers
throughout the network are connected to a low supply voltage.
A lower power supply voltage on the clock buffers increases
the clock path latency (insertion delay) and the switching
time (slew) of the clock signals propagating throughout the
clock network. An increase in the clock latency potentially
increases the clock skew, whereas an increase in the clock slew
degrades the clock-to-Q delay of the DFF cells. Fixing these
skew and slew issues typically requires buffer insertion, which
in turn increases the overall power consumption and, therefore,
reduces the power savings obtained through LS clocking.
Thus, the implications of voltage scaling on timing and power
characteristics are investigated in this section.
To emphasize the requirement for a low-swing-aware
CTS methodology, a sample clock tree is synthesized for
the largest circuit (s35932) of ISCAS’89 benchmarks. Four
different cases are generated by combining two interconnect
technologies (wire 1 [19]: R = 2 /μm and C = 0.1 fF/μm,
and wire 2 [20]: R = 8 /μm and C = 0.2 fF/μm) with
two frequency/slew constraints.
Case 1: Wire 1, 1 GHz, 150-ps slew constraint.
Case 2: Wire 2, 1 GHz, 150-ps slew constraint.
Case 3: Wire 1, 1.5 GHz, 100-ps slew constraint.
Case 4: Wire 2, 1.5 GHz, 100-ps slew constraint.
The experiments are performed at the slow process–voltage–
temperature (PVT) corner of two transistor technologies
(slow-slow (SS), 0.95 V, 125 °C for 32-nm SAED and SS,
0.9 V, 125 °C for 45-nm FreePDK). The power supply voltage
is scaled to 65% of the nominal value with 5% decrements to
observe the effect of voltage scaling.
1) Clock Skew: The effect of voltage scaling on clock
skew is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. According to Fig. 4,
in a 45-nm technology, the clock skew slightly increases when
the clock voltage is scaled. The increase in clock skew does
not introduce a violation, assuming a 50-ps skew constraint.
In a 32-nm technology, however, the clock skew increases
as clock voltage is reduced, reaching and even exceeding the
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Fig. 4.
Clock skew profile of s35932 at various clock swings in
45-nm technology.

Fig. 5.
Clock skew profile of s35932 at various clock swings in
32-nm technology.

skew constraint, as shown in Fig. 5. This violation can be fixed
with a post-CTS optimization using in-place buffer sizing [10].
A more challenging issue in LS clocking is the significant
increase in the clock slew.
2) Clock Slew: Lower voltage degrades the drive ability of
clock buffers, which significantly increases clock slew, particularly in nanoscale technologies where interconnect resistance
is dominant. This deleterious effect is shown in Figs. 6 and 7
for, respectively, 45- and 32-nm technologies. According to
Figs. 6 and 7, in LS operation, the clock slew increases by
∼50% in a 45-nm technology, and ∼100% in a 32-nm technology. Note that the same slew constraint as in FS clocking
can be satisfied at LS operation through buffering the existing
topology. This approach, however, causes significant power
dissipation due to the necessity of high number of clock buffers
to satisfy the slew constraint at each clock sink. Furthermore,
the increase in the number of clock buffers increases the
insertion delay of clock tree, potentially increasing the clock
skew more than what is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Due to
these reasons and the failure to efficiently fix these violations
through buffering, a clock swing-aware synthesis of the clock
tree is required at LS operation.
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Fig. 6.
Clock slew profile of s35932 at various clock swings in
45-nm technology.

Fig. 7.
Clock slew profile of s35932 at various clock swings in
32-nm technology.

3) Power Consumption: The effect of clock voltage on
power consumption is investigated when the clock tree is
resynthesized (using the proposed CTS algorithm) to satisfy
both skew and slew constraints. The power consumption
of the clock tree (clock buffers and interconnects) at each
voltage level is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for, respectively,
45- and 32-nm technologies. Note that the lowest voltage in
the graphs represents the minimum achievable voltage without
introducing any slew violations.
According to Fig. 8, for 45-nm technology, at a 100-ps slew
constraint using wire 1, the power savings reach a maximum
of ∼33% when the clock swing is at 75% of Vdd . Note that
no feasible clock tree can be synthesized for a 100-ps slew
constraint case using wire 2 (due to high resistance). Thus,
this case is omitted in Fig. 8. At a 150-ps slew constraint using
wire 1, the power savings reach ∼46% when the clock swing
is at 65% of Vdd . Alternatively, at a 150-ps slew constraint
using wire 2, power savings reach ∼44% when clock swing
is at 75% of Vdd .
According to Fig. 9, for 32-nm technology, at a 100-ps slew
constraint, the power savings are ∼6% when the clock swing
is at 90% and 95% of Vdd for, respectively, wire 1 and wire 2.
For the 150-ps slew constraint, the power savings reach ∼18%
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an LS-aware CTS algorithm (described in Section IV-B).
The proposed LSDFF cell enables LS operation throughout
the entire clock tree without introducing power and delay
overhead, even though the incoming data signal is at FS.
Similarly, the proposed CTS algorithm utilizes this DFF cell
and generates an LS clock tree that maximizes the power
savings while satisfying the original timing constraints.
A. Low-Swing D-Flip-Flop Cell

Fig. 8.
Power consumption profile of s35932 (clock buffers and
interconnects) at various clock swings in 45-nm technology.

Fig. 9.
Power consumption profile of s35932 (clock buffers and
interconnects) at various clock swings in 32-nm technology.

(when the clock swing is at 75% of Vdd ) and 24% (when the
clock swing is at 80% of Vdd ) for, respectively, wire 1 and
wire 2.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the minimum achievable clock
swing varies depending upon the interconnect technology
(wire 1 versus wire 2) and the slew constraint. In the same
cases, power consumption starts to increase, if the clock
voltage is reduced more than a critical level (such as 0.7 V in
45-nm technology and a 100-ps slew constraint with wire 2).
In these cases, the power consumed by the large number of
clock buffers (required to satisfy the slew constraint) exceeds
the power savings achieved by voltage scaling.
According to this experimental setup, depending upon the
specific case (as described above), power savings vary between
∼6% and ∼46%. Thus, a slew-aware CTS methodology is
required to efficiently use the resources at different interconnect and transistor technologies, and clock frequencies. The
proposed methodology for LS clocking at high performance
is described in Section IV.
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
As summarized in Fig. 1, the proposed methodology consists of an LSDFF cell (described in Section IV-A) and

1) Proposed Topology: The proposed DFF topology,
shown in Fig. 10, is based on the most commonly used
static DFF shown in Fig. 2. Rather than using transmission
gates, however, pass gates with nMOS transistors (N1, N2,
N5, and N6) are utilized as the switches in both master and
slave latches. Thus, when the LS clock signal is at logic high,
N1 and N6 can completely turn OFF. Pass gates, however,
cannot transfer a full voltage to the output. This issue is
critical, since the incoming data signal operates at FS. Thus,
node A cannot reach a full VDD , thereby increasing the short
circuit and leakage current in the following stages in addition
to increasing the clock-to-Q delay. Furthermore, pass transistors are less robust to process variations. To alleviate these
issues, a pull-up network consisting of two pMOS transistors
is added to both master and slave latches (P1–P4). When the
master node M transitions to logic low, P1 turns ON. If the
data signal is also at logic low, then node A is pulled to full
VDD through P1 and P2. Note that P2 (in the master latch)
and P4 (in the slave latch) are added to prevent contention
current (and, therefore, reduce power consumption) when the
data signal is at logic high and the clock signal is at logic low.
In this situation, N1 is ON and node A is discharged through
N1 and the inverter. If P2 did not exist, a race condition would
occur at node A, since N1 should be stronger than P1, which
pulls node Y to full VDD . Finally, a pull-down logic (N3, N4,
N7, and N8) is added to both master and slave latches to
enhance the clock-to-Q delay. In particular, when data and
clock signals are at logic low, the pull-down logic is active
and pulls master node M to ground, triggering P1. Thus,
node A quickly reaches full VDD . Note that the master node
does not need to wait for node A to rise through a weak
pass transistor and activate the inverter. Instead, the pull-down
logic completes this transition relatively faster. Also note that
the clock subcircuit (not shown in Fig. 2) is identical to the
circuit shown in Fig. 2.
2) Results: The proposed LSDFF topology is designed in
both 45- and 32-nm technologies. The DFF cell successfully
latches both logic-low and logic-high FS data signals after the
rising edge of the LS clock signal. The output signal reaches
nominal (FS) VDD , and the DFF cell does not exhibit glitches
in any of the internal nodes.
To compare the proposed LSDFF cell with the conventional
FSDFF cell, the power and clock-to-Q delay are analyzed as a
function of clock swing for both 45- and 32-nm technologies.
The overall power consumption is compared in Fig. 11.
According to Fig. 11, for both technologies, FSDFF consumes
less power than LSDFF at relatively large clock swings.
As the clock swing is reduced, however, LSDFF significantly
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Fig. 10. Proposed DFF topology that can reliably work with an LS clock signal whereas the data and output signals are at FS. (a) Transistor level
representation. (b) Physical layout in the 45-nm technology node.

Fig. 11. Power consumption comparison of the proposed LSDFF cell with
the conventional FSDFF cell. (a) 45-nm technology. (b) 32-nm technology.

outperforms FSDFF. The crossover voltage is ∼0.85 V for
45-nm technology and 0.81 V for 32-nm technology.
At a clock swing of 0.6 V, LSDFF consumes 53% and
30% less power than FSDFF in, respectively, 45- and
32-nm technologies.
The clock-to-Q delay of the LSDFF and FSDFF is compared as a function of clock swing in Fig. 12. According
to Fig. 12, for both technologies, LSDFF outperforms FSDFF
in all clock swings except 0.6 V in 32-nm technology. The
clock-to-Q delay of the LSDFF at this point is only 5 ps more
than FSDFF. It is important to note that the LSDFF running
at 0.65 V or higher exhibits less clock-to-Q delay than FSDFF
running at FS. This characteristic is highly important to
maintain data path timing the same (or with additional slack)
when the conventional flip-flops are replaced with LSDFFs.
The clock-to-Q delay in LSDFF is adjusted by sizing the
last two inverter stages. Note that the clock pin capacitance
remains the same as FSDFF, since the size of the first inverter
within the clock subcircuit (see Fig. 2) is kept constant. Also
note that, for a fair analysis, the size of the transistors within
the flip-flops remains the same at each clock voltage. In the
experimental results presented in Section V, however, the
LS flip-flop is resized to optimize the clock-to-Q delay and
power consumption at the selected clock voltage. For example,
at the clock voltage swing of 0.9 × VDD , the significantly
lower delay achieved by LSDFF is traded to lower the power
consumed by LSDFF.
The timing constraint characterization of the LSDFF
and FSDFF demonstrates that the proposed topology has

Fig. 12. Clock-to-Q delay comparison of the proposed LSDFF cell with the
conventional FSDFF cell. (a) 45-nm technology. (b) 32-nm technology.
TABLE I
C ONSTRAINT C HARACTERIZATION OF THE FSDFF AND THE P ROPOSED
LSDFF IN B OTH 45- AND 32-nm T ECHNOLOGY N ODES

comparable setup and hold times, as listed in Table I [21].
In particular, for hold time, LSDFF slightly outperforms
FSDFF. This characteristic is important to ensure that no
min-delay constraint violations are introduced in short data
paths. Alternatively, for setup time, FSDFF slightly outperforms LSDFF. The difference, however, is sufficiently small
as compared with the clock period in multigigahertz designs.
The proposed LSDFF has also been simulated at the slow
and fast corners to evaluate the robustness of the topology
to PVT variations. As listed in Table II, at a clock swing
of 0.7 V, the proposed topology achieves reliable operation
and outperforms the conventional topology at each corner
(nominal, slow, and fast).
Finally, the cell area consumed by the proposed and existing
topologies is listed in Table III. According to Table III, LSDFF
consumes ∼50% and 55% additional area for, respectively,
45- and 32-nm technologies. The effect of this increase in
the overall die area, however, is below 10%, as quantified
in Section V.
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delay

TABLE II
C ORNER S IMULATION R ESULTS OF THE FSDFF AND THE P ROPOSED
LSDFF IN B OTH 45- AND 32-nm T ECHNOLOGY N ODES W HEN
THE N OMINAL C LOCK S WING I S 0.7 V

delay

where K slew and K cap are, respectively, the coefficients for
the input slew Slewin (B) and output capacitance Capout (B) for
delay computation. K delay is the intrinsic delay of the buffer.
As for the output slew Slewout (B), it is observed that the input
slew does not have a significant effect; therefore, the output
slew of a buffer B can be estimated as
slew
× Capout (B) + K slew
Slewout (B) = K cap

slew is the coefficient of the output capacitance for
where K cap
slew computation and K slew is the intrinsic output slew.
Given the clock slew constraint (for instance, 150 ps), these
coefficients are obtained by sweeping the input slew and the
output capacitance around the slew constraint.
The wire delay can be estimated with the well-known
Elmore delay [25] with sufficient accuracy. The slew degradation on a wire segment T can be estimated using the
Bakoglu [26] metric simplified for an ideal wire input with
zero input slew

TABLE III
C ELL A REA C OMPARISON OF THE FSDFF AND THE P ROPOSED
LSDFF IN B OTH 45- AND 32-nm T ECHNOLOGY N ODES

Slewideal (Ti , T f ) = ln 9 × D(Ti , T f )

B. Low-Swing Clock Tree Synthesis
The timing characterization of clock buffers and interconnects (required only if the related timing libraries are
not available) is discussed in Section IV-B1. The proposed
CTS algorithm is described in Section IV-B2.
1) Clock Timing Modeling: In industrial design flows, the
timing characteristics (delay and slew) of clock buffers and
interconnects are provided with a cell library at a range of
values in a target technology node. These models, however,
may not be available at the LS/voltage operation. Several
methods [22]–[27] are discussed in this section for clock buffer
and interconnect modeling, which are required only if these
models are not available within the cell library.
Based on the target accuracy, the timing (delay and slew)
characterization of clock buffers can be achieved using different methodologies [22]–[24]. The first option is to use
higher order models [22], [23] in order to estimate timing
characteristics with a higher accuracy at the expense of greater
computational complexity. The second option [24] is to use
simpler first-order models that have sufficient accuracy for
a CTS. In [24], it is shown that the first-order model has good
fidelity as compared with the SPICE simulations, achieving an
error of <4.6% in estimating insertion delay. Thus, the second
option [24] is preferred in this paper. However, it is important
to emphasize that the algorithm presented in Section IV-B2
is independent of the selected timing characterization
methodology.
In [24], the delay D(B) and the output slew Slewout (B)
of a clock buffer B is modeled as a linear equation of
input slew Slewin (B) and output capacitance Capout (B) of the
buffer. In particular, the delay of a clock buffer D(B) can be
written as
delay

(2)

delay

D(B) = K slew × Slewin (B) + K cap × Capout (B) + K delay
(1)

(3)

where D(Ti , T f ) is the Elmore delay of the wire
segment T from its initial point Ti to final point T f . This
result can be extended for wires with nonzero input slews, by
using the PERI model estimation [27]. In this estimation, the
output slew of the wire segment T is estimated at its final
position T f as

Slewwire (T f ) = Slewwire (Ti )2 + Slewideal (Ti , T f )2 (4)
where Slewwire (Ti ) is the input slew of the wire segment T
estimated at its initial position Ti . In a buffered RC network,
the output of a buffer is the input of a wire segment and vice
versa. Thus, (1)–(4) are used to estimate the slew and the delay
propagation along the clock tree.
2) Proposed Algorithm: In this section, the proposed slewaware LS CTS algorithm is introduced. Algorithm 1 adopts
the well-known zero-skew-tree DME method [28] to merge
two nodes into one at each step. The merging cost is inspired
by [29], which considers both the capacitance and the delay
as the cost metric. In this paper, this cost is modified to
consider the slew and the delay, in order to accurately capture
the impact of voltage scaling (LS operation) and higher wire
resistance for sub-45-nm technologies.
In Algorithm 1, lines 5–15 identify whether a merging
pair is feasible. If a feasible pair is identified, lines 16–30
describe the merge process, including a novel embedded skew
minimization scheme. If a feasible pair is not identified,
a buffering process is proposed in lines 31–36 to help satisfy
the slew constraint (that causes the infeasible merge process).
The feasibility is monitored by checking if the slew constraint
can be satisfied with the presence of a buffer at the temporary
merging point Ti, j of child nodes i and j by calculating
the maximum slew Ti, j produces, using (2)–(4) (lines 7–10).
If no feasible point is found, the buffers are inserted
at the unmerged nodes, and their capacitance, delay,
and slew constraint parameters are updated (lines 32–35).
If a feasible pair is available (i.e., satisfying the slew
constraint) for merging (line 16), the one with the minimum
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TABLE IV

Algorithm 1 Slew-Aware LS CTS

F LOORPLAN A REA , N UMBER OF DFF S , AND N UMBER OF G ATES
FOR THE B ENCHMARK C IRCUITS U SED TO E VALUATE THE
P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

In Algorithm 1, each pair of nodes is visited at each iteration
of the while loop [complexity of O(n 2 ) for n clock sinks].
Initially, the number of unmerged nodes is equal to the number
of clock sinks (n), and it is decreased by one at every iteration
of the loop. The while loop is repeated until the number of
nodes is one, and therefore, this loop is executed n times.
Thus, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n 3 ).
However, the cost and the feasibility metrics are needed only
for the O(n 2 ) combinations of pairs that are computed in the
first iteration. These metrics are stored in 2-D arrays. Thus,
after the first iteration, these metrics are looked up without a recomputation. Consequently, the algorithm performs
O(n 3 ) lookups and O(n 2 ) computations, making the lower
order n 2 term dominant. This postulate is also verified by the
runtime data that exhibit a quadratic dependence to the number
of clock sinks.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Simulation Setup

cost (recorded at line 11) is initialized as node k to merge
child nodes i and j at this new node (lines 17–20). After
the maximum and the minimum delays from k to the child
nodes are updated, it is checked if the difference between the
maximum and the minimum is larger than the skew constraint
skewconst (line 21). Possible skew violation is fixed through
moderate wire snaking for small violations and through buffer
insertion for larger violations: If the skew violation is larger
than the intrinsic buffer delay K delay , buffer insertion is
preferred instead of large amounts of wire snaking that would
have been necessary (lines 22 and 23). Otherwise, wire snaking
is performed (lines 24 and 25). This procedure continues until
the number of unmerged nodes is one, which is the source of
the clock tree.
An important characteristic of this embedded skew minimization scheme is the ability to build a skew balanced clock
tree at each level. Thus, this approach has the potential to
minimize the buffering/wiring cost at the upper levels of the
clock tree.

The proposed algorithm is implemented in Perl, and
the output circuits are tested using HSPICE of Synopsys
with FreePDK 45-nm and SAED 32-nm technology
nodes [19], [30]. The proposed LSDFF cell is also designed
using these technologies.
Eight largest circuits from ISCAS’89 benchmarks (floorplan
sizes and number of DFF information are listed in Table IV)
are selected for experimental analyses. It is important to note
that the following holds.
1) ISPD’10 benchmarks cannot be used for this paper, as
these benchmarks do not contain any DFF information.
Instead, ISPD’10 benchmarks have capacitance information to model the clock pin of DFFs.
2) ISCAS’89 benchmarks have comparable circuit size
with ISPD’10 benchmarks (1728 versus 2249 for the
largest number of DFFs).
The logic synthesis and the physical placement of the DFF
sinks are performed using SoC Encounter of Cadence. The
largest buffer from the SAED library (NBUFFX32) [19] of
Synopsys is used as the clock buffer. The experiments are
performed, and the clock trees are synthesized at the slow
corner (for delay, skew, and slew) of each technology in order
to verify functionality in reduced noise margins. Thus, the
skew and slew constraints are satisfied at the slow corner,
where the power supply voltage of the LS clock network is
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
45-nm T ECHNOLOGY A LONG W ITH W IRE 1 RUNNING AT 1 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.65 × Vdd

TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
45-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 2 RUNNING AT 1 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.75 × Vdd

Fig. 13. Physical layout of the synthesized LS clock tree for benchmark
circuit s38584 in 32-nm technology.

reduced by 10%. These PVT corners correspond, respectively,
to slow–slow device models, 0.9 V (0.9 × 1) and 125 °C for
the 45-nm technology node; and slow–slow device models,
0.95 V (0.9 × 1.05), and 125 °C for the 32-nm technology
node. Thus, if the power grid of the clock network is designed
to ensure that the largest voltage drop does not exceed 10%
of the LS clock voltage, the synthesized clock trees operate as
intended. As an example, a synthesized LS clock tree is shown
in Fig. 13 for benchmark circuit s38584 in 32-nm technology.
In order to highlight the efficacy of the proposed swingand slew-aware CTS algorithm with the presence of the
proposed LSDFF topology, the power consumption of the

LS clock tree (CP), the overall power consumption of DFF
cells (DFFP), clock skew (Sk.), maximum clock slew (Sl.),
and the maximum clock-to-Q delay (C2Q) of the DFFs are
compared with an FS clock tree that has traditional FSDFFs.
A custom implementation of the LS clock tree using the
method in [10] (which performs voltage scaling on an existing
FS clock tree with a traditional FSDFF) is also included in
the comparison. For each technology node (45 and 32 nm),
combinations of wire models (wire 1 and wire 2 described in
Section III-B) and frequency constraints (1 and 1.5 GHz with
scaled slew constraints of 150 and 100 ps, respectively) are
considered. An LS voltage level is selected as the level that
has minimum power consumption for each case. The clock
skew constraint is set to 50 ps at all cases. The results are
listed in Tables V–XI. Note that the last row in these tables
is based on average values considering all of the benchmark
circuits.
B. 45-nm Technology
The experimental results in 45-nm technology are listed in
the following three tables.
1) Table V: 45 nm, wire 1, 150-ps slew constraint at 1 GHz.
2) Table VI: 45 nm, wire 2, 150-ps slew constraint
at 1 GHz.
3) Table VII: 45 nm, wire 1, 100-ps slew constraint
at 1.5 GHz.
As mentioned in Section III-B, the case with wire 2 and a
100-ps slew constraint is omitted for this technology, since no
feasible clock trees can be synthesized, even at full Vdd .
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TABLE VII
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
45-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 1 RUNNING AT 1.5 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.75 × Vdd

TABLE VIII
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
32-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 1 RUNNING AT 1 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.75 × Vdd

TABLE IX
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
32-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 2 RUNNING AT 1 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.80 × Vdd

TABLE X
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
32-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 1 RUNNING AT 1.5 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.90 × Vdd

In Table V, it is shown that the methodology in [10] achieves
significant 58% power savings in the clock tree. These
savings, however, are possible with significantly high clock

slew that violates the slew constraint (150 ps). The proposed
slew-aware methodology simultaneously satisfies both
skew and slew constraints while achieving significant
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TABLE XI
C OMPARISON OF C LOCK T REE P OWER (CP IN mW), DFF P OWER (DFFP IN mW), C LOCK S KEW (Sk. IN ps), C LOCK S LEW (Sl. IN ps), AND THE
C LOCK - TO -Q D ELAY (C2Q IN ps) FOR THE BASELINE FS, THE LS I MPLEMENTATION W ITH [10], AND THE P ROPOSED LS M ETHODOLOGY FOR
32-nm T ECHNOLOGY W ITH W IRE 2 RUNNING AT 1.5 GHz AND W ORST C ASE C ORNER . LS C LOCK V OLTAGE I S AT 0.95 × Vdd

37% power savings. Furthermore, the conventional FSDFF
used in [10] has poor performance, increasing power
consumption by 27% and clock-to-Q delay by 46.5 ps,
on average. Alternatively, the proposed LSDFF achieves
22% overall power savings compared with the traditional
DFF running at FS while providing smaller clock-to-Q delay
(172.5 versus 176.2 ps).
A similar trend is observed in Table VI. The methodology in [10] achieves 47% power savings with slew violations throughout the clock tree while increasing DFF power
consumption by 10% and clock-to-Q delay by 22.5 ps.
Alternatively, the proposed slew-aware clock tree methodology satisfies both skew and slew constraints, and achieves
44% power savings within the clock tree. The LSDFF achieves
26% overall power savings compared with the traditional
DFF operating at FS, and achieves similar clock-to-Q delay
(184.3 versus 179.5 ps, on average).
The experimental results listed in Table VII demonstrate
that the proposed slew-aware CTS algorithm achieves 30%
savings while satisfying the skew and the slew constraints,
whereas the methodology in [10] achieves 37% savings with
slew violations. Compared with a more relaxed slew constraint
(150 ps), the power savings at a tighter slew constraint (100 ps)
is slightly reduced (30% versus 37%). This result is intuitive
as there is smaller margin for scaling the clock swing at
a tighter slew constraint at the DFF sinks. Thus, as the
clock frequency increases (tighter slew constraints), the power
savings are reduced, since the clock voltage cannot scale as
much. The proposed LSDFF achieves 23% power saving along
with a comparable clock-to-Q delay against the traditional
DFF (176.3 versus 172.2 ps, on average). In [10], however,
the overall power consumption of the DFF sinks and clockto-Q delay increases by, respectively, 7% and 19.2 ps.
C. 32-nm Technology
The experimental results in 32-nm technology are listed in
the following four tables.
1) Table VIII: 32 nm, wire 1, 150-ps slew constraint
at 1 GHz.
2) Table IX: 32 nm, wire 2, 150-ps slew constraint
at 1 GHz.
3) Table X: 32 nm, wire 1, 100-ps slew constraint
at 1.5 GHz.

4) Table XI: 32 nm, wire 2, 100-ps slew constraint
at 1.5 GHz.
As demonstrated in Table VIII, the approach in [10]
achieves 45% power savings at the expense of a significantly
high clock slew (as much as twice the constraint). The
proposed methodology, however, achieves 17% power savings
while satisfying both skew and slew constraints. Although
the clock-to-Q delay of [10] is comparable to the clock-to-Q
delay of a traditional DFF operating at FS, the power consumption increases by 51%. Alternatively, the proposed LSDFF
decreases power consumption by 9%. A similar trend is
observed in Table IX. The proposed slew-aware CTS methodology achieves 27% savings while satisfying both skew and
slew constraints. In [10], the power consumption of DFF
increases by 30% whereas the proposed LSDFF decreases
the overall DFF power by 15%. According to Table X, the
methodology in [10] provides 20% power savings in the
clock tree with violations in clock slew, whereas the proposed
LS CTS methodology achieves 5% savings within the clock
tree without any violations.
Similar to 45-nm technology, the power savings achieved
by LS clocking decrease at tighter slew constraints (17% at
150 ps versus 5% at 100 ps). The proposed LSDFF achieves an
additional 9% power savings within the DFF, outperforming
the conventional DFF of [10] that increases the overall power
consumption by 6%.
Note that according to these results, power savings are
reduced in a 32-nm technology node. This trend is due to
the 32-nm cell library that is optimized for 500 MHz. Thus, in
32-nm technology, the clock voltage does not scale as much as
the 45-nm technology node, producing reduced power savings.
In general, if the clock buffers have stronger drive ability, it
is easier to scale the clock voltage while still satisfying the
timing constraints. Thus, in more advanced technologies, the
proposed methodology is expected to achieve higher reduction
in power.
D. Effect of Process–Voltage–Temperature Corners
As mentioned before, the clock trees are synthesized in the
slow (worst) corner. All of the results listed in Tables V–XI
are also obtained in the slow corner. The effect of nominal
and fast corners on the proposed methodology is investigated
in this section by simulating the synthesized clock trees at the
nominal (nominal voltage, 27 ◦ C, nominal transistor models)
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Fig. 14.

Corner simulation results of average normalized clock power consumption. (a) 45-nm technology. (b) 32-nm technology.

Fig. 15.

Corner simulation results of average normalized flip-flop power consumption. (a) 45-nm technology. (b) 32-nm technology.

Fig. 16.

Corner simulation results of average clock skew. (a) 45-nm technology. (b) 32-nm technology.

and fast (1.1 × VDD , −40 ◦ C, fast transistor models) corners.
Results are presented as the average over all of the benchmark
circuits.
Normalized power consumed by the clock tree and
flip-flops is shown, respectively, in Figs. 14 and 15. An important observation is that at the nominal corner, the power savings achieved by the methodology increase. For example, for
45-nm technology with wire 1 running at 1 GHz, the clock
power savings at the slow corner are 37% [see Fig. 14(a)].
At the nominal corner, however, the power savings increase
to 42%. The savings in the flip-flop power for the same case
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are 22% for the slow corner and 27% for the nominal corner
[see Fig. 15(a)].
The clock skew results at each corner are shown in Fig. 16.
These results represent the average of the highest skew in
each benchmark circuit. According to these results, the clock
skew is reduced at the nominal and fast corners. Furthermore,
the corner-to-corner skew variation is sufficiently small. For
example, the maximum skew variation in 45- and 32-nm technologies is, respectively, 5 and 18.6 ps. As compared with the
conventional, FS operation, corner-to-corner skew variation
increases, at the most, by 3.8 and 14.9 ps in, respectively,
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is significantly less than the flip-flop area. In particular, in the
conventional FS operation, in 45-nm technology, the entire
clock buffers consume, on average, 0.43% of the overall
die area. Alternatively, in the proposed methodology, the
clock buffers consume, on average, 0.61% of the die area,
exhibiting only 0.18% increase. In 32-nm technology, this
increase is 0.19%.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17.
Average overall clock buffer area comparison in 45- and
32-nm technology nodes.

45- and 32-nm technologies. In general, there is higher skew
variation in 32-nm technology, primarily due to larger process
variation ranges in the transistor model files.
E. Discussion on the Effect of Interconnect Resistance
An interesting observation is that LS clocking achieves more
reduction in power with wire 2 technology (more resistive
interconnect) than wire 1. For example, in 45-nm technology,
44% reduction is achieved with wire 2 (see table VI) as
compared with 37% reduction with wire 1 (see Table V),
despite operating at a higher voltage swing (0.75 × Vdd versus
0.65 × Vdd ). This outcome demonstrates that although high
wire resistance (of wire 2) limits the feasibility of clock
voltage scaling, the swing- and slew-aware CTS algorithm
maximizes the power savings when the interconnect resistance
dominates (and, therefore, makes slew awareness more critical). A similar behavior is observed for the 32-nm technology
node, as demonstrated in Table VIII (17% power savings with
wire 1) and Table IX (27% power savings with wire 2).
When the interconnect resistance dominates, the increase in
the device resistance (due to voltage scaling) has a smaller
negative impact, thereby favoring LS clocking as an efficient
power reduction strategy. This behavior is highly critical, since
interconnect resistance further dominates device resistance in
sub-32-nm FinFET technologies. Thus, the proposed slewaware CTS algorithm is highly applicable in scaling the
clock voltage of future technology nodes and maximizing
power savings while satisfying the required skew and slew
constraints.
F. Area Overhead
The area overhead of the proposed methodology is characterized by quantifying the area consumed by the proposed
LS flip-flops and clock buffers as a percentage of the overall
die area. These results are reported as the average of all of
the benchmark circuits. Specifically, in the conventional FS
operation, in 45-nm technology, the entire flip-flops consume,
on average, 14.84% of the overall die area. Alternatively, the
proposed LS flip-flops consume, on average, 22.27% of the
overall area, exhibiting 7.4% increase. In 32-nm technology,
this increase is only 4.2%.
Area overhead due to the clock buffers is shown in
Fig. 17. As expected, the area consumed by the clock buffers

A design methodology is proposed for voltage-scaled clock
networks operating at a reduced swing. The primary objective
is to achieve significant reduction in power consumption without degrading circuit performance. The proposed methodology
consists of a novel LSDFF cell and a novel swing- and slewaware CTS algorithm. The proposed DFF cell can reliably
operate with an LS clock signal, thereby enabling LS operation
throughout the entire clock network. Thus, power savings are
maximized. The proposed CTS algorithm ensures that the
same clock frequency, skew, and slew as in FS/voltage operation are satisfied. Furthermore, the slew-aware CTS algorithm
is sufficiently flexible to target various performance constraints
while adapting to the differences in the transistor and interconnect technologies. The entire methodology is integrated into an
industrial design flow for automation. Experimental results on
largest ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits demonstrate significant
reduction in clock power for both 45- and 32-nm technology
nodes while satisfying all of the timing constraints.
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